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Improving Workplace Culture

What do we mean by ‘culture’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is generally said to include three skills: emotional awareness; the ability to harness emotions and apply them to tasks like thinking and problem solving; and the ability to manage emotions, which includes regulating your own emotions and cheering up or calming down other people.
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Presentation Notes
When you hear the term “Emotional Intelligence”, what comes to mind?  (Group talk – no need to document)
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Emotional Intelligence

The ability to identify and 
manage your own emotions and 
the emotions of others. 

- Psychology Today

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is generally said to include three skills: emotional awareness; the ability to harness emotions and apply them to tasks like thinking and problem solving; and the ability to manage emotions, which includes regulating your own emotions and cheering up or calming down other people.



Emotional Intelligence



Emotional Intelligence 
and Circles of Influence

Acknowledge and Analyze 
Emotions
Accept and Appreciate Emotions



Emotional Intelligence 
and Circles of Influence

Reflect on YOUR emotions and 
origin
Handle your emotions



Improving Workplace Culture

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you hear the term “Emotional Intelligence”, what comes to mind?  (Group talk – no need to document)



Building Trust
and

Teamwork

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is generally said to include three skills: emotional awareness; the ability to harness emotions and apply them to tasks like thinking and problem solving; and the ability to manage emotions, which includes regulating your own emotions and cheering up or calming down other people.



Building Trust on a Team

• The “TEAM” Concept: Individual
– Focus is on task and self



Building Trust on a Team

• The “TEAM” Concept: Group
– Number of individuals assembled together or having some 

unifying relationship
– Focus is on goal and self



Building Trust on a Team

• The “TEAM” Concept: Team 
– A number of individuals associated in some 

joint action (goal)
– Focus is on the goal and each other (team)
– “The whole is greater than the sum of its 

parts”



Building Trust on a Team

THE FUNDAMENTALS:
Team Dynamics



Benefits to Building High 
Performing Teams

TEAM
• Better Communication
• Equal stakes in outcome
• Increased Trust
• Greater efficiency
• Greater productivity
• Increased Engagement

Organization
• Motivated Colleagues
• Knowledgeable and independent

– More Delegation
– Greater flexibility

• Innovation
• Better Culture



Cost to Low Performing or 
Dysfunctional Teams

TEAM
• Confusion about roles and 

responsibilities
• Failure to accomplish tasks
• Over-dependence upon leader 

(Lack of autonomy)
• Inattention to results

Organization
• Hard costs (Turnover)
• Soft costs

– Strained resources

• Lower productivity or attendance 
issues

• Impact on brand
• E&O claims



Common Team Dysfunctions
• Lack of Trust
• Poor communication/Lack of healthy and 

relevant debate
• Lack of commitment
• Avoidance of accountability
• Ego/inattention to team results



Effective Communication
and

Conflict Management

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is generally said to include three skills: emotional awareness; the ability to harness emotions and apply them to tasks like thinking and problem solving; and the ability to manage emotions, which includes regulating your own emotions and cheering up or calming down other people.



Difficult Conversation

• Three Conversations

– “What Happened” Conversation

– “Feelings” Conversation

– “Identity” Conversation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you think about difficult conversations, (address the flip chart) we think about a conversation between two people.  However, the difficult conversations we see are two fold….	- First, these are the conversations we have with ourselves about a particular circumstance.  	- Then, we utilize these conversations and the feedback we gave ourselves to address the person or people associated with the particular incident.The first conversation we have is the “What Happened” conversation…..(Click)



What Happened

WHO?! WHAT?!

WHEN?! WHERE?!

WHY?!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What happened ConversationMost of difficult conversations involve questions about what has happened. - who said what, who did what? Who’s right, who meant it and who’s to blame?Why is this conversation crucial?  (get responses)…..This conversation you have with yourself sets the foundation for the other conversations…..  	- My perspective of the situation will determine what I feel going into a conversation with the other party	- My perspective will be tainted by what I believe about myself and how others see me. If we cannot be honest with ourselves here, the difficult conversation will just become more difficult. 



Feelings Conversation

EmployeeSupervisor

EXPRESSED EMOTION BASED ON TOPIC

SUPERVISOR DRIVEN 
CONVERSATION
RECIPROCATED EMOTION

EXPRESSED EMOTION BASED ON TOPIC

RECIPROCATED EMOTION

EMPLOYEE DRIVEN 
CONVERSATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Feelings ConversationsYour feelings will be based entirely on your perspective of what happened.  Although your feelings may not be VERBALLY communicated to the employee, they will be through body language, voice inflection, etc. For every action there is an equal and opposite ______________________(reaction)….there is no greater proof of this than in a difficult conversation.  The feelings you, as a supervisor, bring to the conversation (Click) (action) will be met with the employee’s emotions or feelings (equal/opposite reaction)  (Click).  Supervisor driven conversation – specific feelings that comes in the conversationAs a supervisor when you are confronting them,  your employees are going to bring heightened emotions into the conversation, because employee will be in their fear zoneHow are you going to handle conversations as you deal with employee feelings?  Employee driven up to supervisor – As a general rule, men and women deal with feelings differently.   Ask audience How is it different?   FLIP CHARTAre my feelings valid?  Appropriate?Should I acknowledge or avoid them?**BRIDGE:  Many times the feeling conversation is emotionally enhanced through the last conversation we have….the Identity Conversation….. (Click)



Identity Conversations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You know what they say about people who talk to themselves?  The reality is, we talk to ourselves all the time.  Any much of what we believe about ourselves is what we have told ourselves about ourselves.  The identity conversation is one that each person, supervisor or employee must have with themselves.  We should ask:How do I view myself?How do others view me?Am I confident  as a supervisorAm I a good supervisor – 	What did I do right and What did I do wrong?  	What do my peers say?	What do my employee say?Am I worthy of respect?It’s good to evaluate our intentions.  Self assessment.  We may make choices based upon what we think is true about ourselves and what people think about us….when in actuality we are completely wrong.  



Three 
Conversations

The What Happened?
The Feelings
The Identity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Flip ChartBriefly identify the three conversations and how they played out.  **FACILITATOR NOTE: ( Much like an iceberg….I was feeling  _____ in the moment……I was thinking ______ in the moment) **BRIDGE:  I want us to count off by 3’s….1,2,3, etc….  Judging exercise.    Group 1:  You’re staying here…..(these are the story tellers)   Group 2:  You’re going with Gina (these are the observers)   Group 3:  You’re going with Charlotte (these are the judgers).  Walk through judging conversation exercise….**in our conversations, there are signs that let us know that true communication is not being achieved….lets look at 4 communication danger signs 



Communication Barriers -
Danger signs

Escalation
Invalidation/Put-Downs
Negative Interpretation
Withdrawal/Avoidance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These signs help a person identify if true communication has ceased or is about to cease….Escalation – Going back and forth negatively – we’ve all experienced this at some point….Invalidation – Putting down the thoughts, feelings or actions of another.  This wrecks the emotional safety in any relationship, including a working relationship.  It makes the receiver of the invalidation feel disrespected. Withdrawal – Unwillingness to get into or stay with important discussions.   - Invalidation and Withdrawal usually go hand in hand….Negative Interpretation – Choosing to believe the worst about someone.  - This usually takes place long before a conversation ensues.  I may have a particular idea about an employee…(based upon my feelings and identity conversations) and I’m going to assume the worst about that person simply because ‘I really know who they are”…..



0 2 5

__
What are destruct ive methods of  conf l ict?

Silent Treatment Gossip Complaining to 
Leader

Invalidation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Productive vs. Unproductive Conflict in the Workplace - HR Daily Advisor (blr.com)silent treatment - Google Searchgossip - Google Searchcomplaining - Google Search



0 2 6

__
Why do we engage in the destruction?

• Of the unknown
• Of how the other 

person will respond
• Of having to deal with 

the issue

• The dialogue
• The other person
• Amount of emotional 

distance
• Our own thoughts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why do we resort to unproductive forms of conflict resolution?It’s also easier.



0 2 7

__
What are product ive methods of  conf l ict?

Don’t/Do Method STE Method Intent VS Impact

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Productive vs. Unproductive Conflict in the Workplace - HR Daily Advisor (blr.com)silent treatment - Google Searchgossip - Google Searchcomplaining - Google Search



0 2 8

__
Top 10 Tips

10. Assume only the best intentions

9. Recognize that people generally 
aren’t out to hurt each other

8. Actively listen—seek to understand

7. Use “When, I” statements

6. Identify your needs prior to 
speaking (recognize your own “stuff”)

5. Use words like “can you help me understand?”

4. Decrease lag time

3. Resist the urge to shut down

2. Take a beat when needed

1. Come with curiosity



Would you like more information or consultation?

William Johnson, Sr Organizational Development 
Consultant, Stormont Vail Healthcare Services

Email: william.johnson@stormontvail.org

Phone: 785.354.5286

mailto:william.johnson@stormontvail.org


THANK YOU!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Plus:   What are some things you learned that will be helpfulDelta:  
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